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ABSTRACT
A computational procedure is presented for determining
optimal solutions to the linear and quadratic programming
problem when there is more than one objective function
subject to linear constraints.

In general a unique solution

does not exist and a set of "best" or

11

efficient" points

is determined and presented in graphical or tabular form.
To solve the mathematical programming problems the simplex
method is used for linear objective functions and Wolfe's
method is used for quadratic objective functions.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
When attempting to optimize a process or system there
is frequently more than a single property that should be
maximized or minimized.

If the various properties can

readily be expressed in the same units, then the problem
can be reduced to that of optimizing one composite property.
However, it is often impractical or undesirable to express
the various properties in common units, even though all
are functions of the same independent conditions or
quantities.

For example:

A manufacturer of electrical

wire would like the wire to have maximum strength, minimum
weight and maximum conductivity.

All of these properties

are functions of the raw materials used and the manufacturing conditions.

Possibly all three properties can be

expressed in terms of dollars, but it would be convenient
to measure each in terms of its own units.

A chemist would

like a process to have maximum yield and maximum purity,
both of which may be functions of the operating temperature,
pressure, and other controllable variables.
To further complicate the problem there are usually
practical limitations on some or all of the various factors
which influence these properties.

The chemist is not

allowed to operate at unlimited temperatures or negative
pressures.
It is unlikely that each of these properties will be
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optimum for the same set of operating conditions and a
compromise must be selected.

Some compromises will be

better than others and the purpose of this thesis is to
provide a computational procedure for selecting a group or
set of optimum or best compromises.

A "manufacturer"

could then select one of these compromises and be assured
that no other compromise would improve all of the properties
under consideration.
Techniques developed in the area of mathematical
programming will be used to examine cases where the restrictions may be expressed as linear relationships and the
properties to be optimized are expressed as either linear
or quadratic functions of the various independent variables.
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CHAPTER II
THE GENERAL PROBLEM
The general mathematical programming problem can be
stated as one of determining a set of values for n independent variables that will optimize a single given function
of these variables while satisfying certain restrictions.
This thesis is concerned with a similar problem involving
r functions to be optimized.

The functions to be optimized

are referred to as the objective functions and correspond
to the properties which are to be maximized or minimized.
The "physical" limitations or restrictions are called
constraints and we shall consider only those problems where
the constraints can be expressed as linear equations or
linear inequalities.
If the objective function is also linear the problem
is a linear programming problem.

Likewise a quadratic

objective function with linear constraints represents a
quadratic programming problem.

The quadratic programming

problem is a special case of the more general problem of
non-linear mathematical programming.

Only linear and

quadratic objective functions will be considered in this
thesis and the term "objective function" will imply one
of these two types unless stated otherwise.
In a geometric sense the objective function can be
considered as a surface in n+l space where the n dimensions
correspond to the n independent variables.

In n space,
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contours for various values of the objective function can
be represented as lines or curves.

The linear constraints

are represented as closed half-spaces in n dimensions and
their intersection will form a closed convex set called
the set of feasible points.

The optimum solution is that

point in the feasible set which optimizes the objective
function.
Let x represent a vector with n components x 1 , x 2
x

n

•••

and z(x) be a linear or quadratic function of then

components of x.

The problem of minimizing z(x) can be

solved by maximizing the function -z(x).

Thus, if the

maximum value of -z(x) is zD and occurs when x

=

xO then

the minimum value of z(x) is -zO and also occurs when
X

= x0•

Consequently, in the remainder of this thesis

problems will be formulated in terms of maximization only
without loss of generality.
In order to use the simplex method for maximizing the
objective functions it will be necessary to impose nonnegative restrictions on the components of x.

Most practical

problems will fit this situation and problems where some
of the variables are actually unrestricted in sign may be
easily reduced to this case.

For an example of the treatment

of unrestricted variables see page 168 of Hadley[l].
Definition:

A point x is a feasible point if

i t satisfies the constraint equations
and the nonnegative restrictions.

(inequalities)
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In the absence of constraints all nonnegative points
would be feasible points.
If there are m constraints in addition to the nonnegative restrictions the programming problem may be stated:
Maximize:

z (x)
n

Subject to:

'i'
L

a .. x.{<

x.l

~

lJ l

i=l

0, i

-

=>}b., j = 1,2···m
-

J

= 1,2· · ·n ,

where the a's and b's are known constants, and only one of
the symbols

{~ =

~}

applies for each value of j.

The theory and techniques of the simplex method for
linear programming are well developed [1] and will be used
when z{x) is a linear function.
Wolfe[2],

The method developed by

[3] can be applied to certain forms of quadratic

objective functions.

A survey of other methods available

to solve non-linear programming problems is presented by
Wolfe[3].
In either the linear or quadratic case a solution is
usually a unique point where the objective function is
optimum.

When there is more than one objective function

the concept of what constitutes a solution must be changed.
It is unlikely, but possible, that a single point will
simultaneously optimize all of the objective functions
under consideration.

The solution will usually consist of

a set of points which are called "efficient points."
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Definition:

A point x* is an efficient point

for the r objective functions z 1 (x), z 2 (x)
z (x)

(to be maximized) if there exist no

r

feasible x such that:
z. (x)

>

z. (x*)

and zk{x)

>

zk(x*) for at least one k.

l

l

for all i

The r objective function problem is considered to be solved
when all efficient points for the given objective functions
have been determined [4].

When attempting to solve a

practical r objective function problem it is advisable to
consider the reason the problem is to be solved and how
the results will be used.

In many cases it may not be

necessary to determine all of the efficient points in
order to obtain the desired information and/or results.
The manner in which the results are to be presented
or displayed is another important practical consideration.
When there are only two objective functions z 1 (x) and
z 2 (x) they may be evaluated at the efficient points and
the results displayed as a graph of z 1 (x) versus z 2 (x).
For an example see Figure 1 on page 14.

A person may

then choose the point at which he wishes to operate.
This thesis will be mainly concerned with the two objective
function problem.

In most cases the techniques can be

easily extended to r objective functions with the major
difficulty being that of presenting and interpreting the
results.

When there are more than two objective functions
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it seems that the results can best be presented in the form
of a table.

As the number of objective functions increases

it becomes increasingly difficult to choose one efficient
point over another.

Still, it is useful to know the

efficient points as there are no other points where the
values of the objective functions are better.
The methods which will be used in the remainder of
this thesis to determine efficient points for r linear or
quadratic objective functions are based on the following
theorems.
Theorem 1:

If a convex combination of r
r

objective functions,

I

a.. z. (x)
l

i=l
r
(Y..

l

> 0

for all i and

I

a..
l

i=l

where

l

= 1, is a

maximum at x = x*, then x* is an efficient
point for the r objective functions z 1 (x),

r

Proof:

a.)

let z(x) =

I

i=l

a. . z . ( x) ,
l

l

(Y..

l

>

0,

r

I

a.. = 1

i=l
b.)

J.

given any x, z(x*)

>

z(x) since

z(x) is a maximum at x*.
c.)

assume x* is not an efficient
point, then there exists at least
one x

= x 1 such that
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z. (xl)

>

z. (x*)

for all i and

zk(x 1 )

>

zk(x*)

for at least one k.

l

d.)

l

since a.

>

0 for all i

a . z . (x 1 )

>

a . z . ( x *) for a 11 i and

akzk(x 1 )

>

akzk(x*)

l

l

l

l

l

for at least
one k.

e.)

summing respective sides of the
inequalities,
r

r

L
. 1

a.z.

l=

z(x 1 )
f.)

l

l

>

(x 1 )

>

I

i=l

a.z.(x*)
or
l
l

z(x*)

this contradicts the fact that
z(x*)

is a maximum.

Therefore, x*

is an efficient point for the
functions z 1 (x) , z 2 (x) • · • z r (x) .
Theorem 1 allows us to use techniques for maximizing
a single objective function and thereby determine an efficient point for the r objective function problem.

The

following theorem will assure us that for a certain class
of objective functions all of the efficient points may be
found by applying Theorem 1.
Theorem 2:

If x* is an efficient point for r

concave objective functions z 1 (x), z 2 (x) ···z (x)
r

then there exists some set of r constants a 1 ,
a 2 ···a , with the properties a.
r

1

>

0 and
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r

I

a.

i=l

l

z (x)

=

=

1, such that the function

r

I

i=l

a.z.(x)
l

l

is a maximum at x

= x*.

For the proof of this theorem see Lemma 7.4.1, page 217,
of Karlin [ 4] .
In the following two chapters the ideas presented in
these two theorems will be used to solve programming problerns with r objective functions subject to linear constraints.
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CHAPTER III
LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
A.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Many practical problems may be formulated by express-

ing or approximating functions to be optimized as linear
functions of independent variables.

If there are n inde-

pendent variables the r objective funct.ions each have the
n

I ckJ.xJ., where the c's are known conj=l
Applying Theorem 1, an efficient point may be

form zk(x) = ck +
stants.

r

determined by maximizing Z(x) =

n

I I
. 1 . 1

a.c .. x .. This is
l lJ J
J=
also a linear function and the simplex method or other
l=

techniques may be used to determine the point at which the
maximum occurs.

The constant term does not appear since it

affects only the value of the objective function and not
where the maximum occurs.

A suggested procedure when there

are r linear objective functions is to first choose a

~~t

r

I a. = 1 and a. > 0. The function Z(x) =
i=l l
l
is then maximized subject to the constraints.

alphas with
r

I

a. z. (x)

. 1 l l
l=
Another set of alphas may yield a different efficient

point.

It should be noted that by choosing the alphas
r

such that

I

i~k

a.

= 0 and ak

= 1 the kth objective function

l

will be optimized.

A systematic method for incrementing

the alphas should be established.

It is suggested that

first large increments of alpha be used to obtain an overall picture of the efficient points.

Areas of particular

interest may then be studied in detail by sub-dividing

of
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the original increments.

As previously stated, for more

than two objective functions the interpretation of results
becomes difficult.
A Fortran II

program was written to deter-

comput~r

mine efficient points for r linear objective functions
with n independent variables.

The simplex method is used

to maximize linear combinations of the r objective functions.

The program inputs are the r objective functions

and the constraints in the form of the initial tableau
required by the simplex method.

Values of alpha are

specified and the corresponding efficient points and values
of the objective functions are computed.

If uniform incre-

ments of alpha are specified the program computes efficient
points for all of the implied alphas.

The program is

presented in detail in.Appendix 1.
B.

TWO OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS.
When there are only two objective functions the tech-

niques of parametric linear programming may be used to
advantage.

The function of Theorem 1 which is to be

maximized now has the form, Z(x) = a 1 z 1 (x) + a 2 z 2 (x) where
al + a2
1 -

=

1 and al,

a2

~

0.

By letting a1

=

a, then a2

=

a and Z(x) may be written in the form
Z(x)

= az 1 (x) +

(1-

a)z 2 (x)

= z 2 (x) + a[z 1 (x)- z 2 (x)]
Let z 1 (x)

= c 1x

and z 2 (x)

= C 2x where xis ann component
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column vector and C 1 and

c 2 are n component row vectors.

Now Z(x) may be written
Z(x)

= C 2 x + a[C 1

= c1

-

c2 •

C 2 ]x

+ aFx

= C2x

where F

-

The function Z(x) is now in standard

form for the application of parametric linear programming
with a as the parameter.

First the maximum value of Z(x)

is found for a= 0, which maximizes z 2 (x) only.

The range

of alpha for which this solution is optimum is then
determined.

The maximum alpha for which the above solution

is valid is called a critical alpha.

An optimum solution

is then computed for the next value of alpha greater than
the critical alpha.

The process is repeated until an

alpha equal to or greater than one is reached.

When a

=

1

the single objective function z 1 (x) is optimized.
The graph of z 1 (x) versus z 2 (x) will be composed of
connected straight line segments.

The corners represent

a range of alpha between the critical alphas represented
by the line segments.

Values of the n independent variables

are known at the critical alphas and linear interpolation
will give the values at any particular point between critical alphas.

The problem is now solved as all efficient

points have been determined.

An example will serve to

further illustrate the above ideas.

If so instructed the

computer program previously mentioned will also determine
critical alphas and the associated information when there
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are only two objective functions.
C.

A TWO OBJECTIVE FUNCTION EXAMPLE.

A two dimensional example is presented so the problem
may be represented graphically.
for ann dimensional problem.

The process is identical
The problem is:

Subject to the constraints:
(a)

3x 1 - Xz > 0

(b)

-xl + Xz

4

<

(c)

XI + 5x 2 < 50

(d)

XI + x2 < 18

{e)

XI -

~

Xz < 10

This example may be solved graphically as shown in Figure
1.

The boundaries of the constraints are shown, enclosing

the set of all feasible points.
zi(x)

and z 2 (x)

The efficient points for

are any points on the heavy shaded lines

connecting the points labeled A, B, C, D.

The line segments

labeled with values of alpha represent the maximum of the
Z(x) corresponding to that value of alpha.

The values of

the objective functions are not shown but may be found by
direct evaluation.

Figure 1 illustrates that at the corners

of the constraint set there is a range of alpha for which
the same point is optimum.

For example, point C is opti-

mum for all alphas in the interval ~~a

<

~0 .

Along the

line segments joining two corners a single critical alpha

/

lOt

/
/

1

2
--------7>e-----....
/

a=-

/

9t

... ...

/

a;:;;;.L

8t
7t
6

3
4

a=-

I

(c)
frt-. \

If~

.....

,1

~

......

9
20

'*'<11..-

a=-

. .~
__

I
Efficient Points

v

I

... ...

',

' . . . . . a=s3

x2
5
4

I
I

,I
Feasible Points

I

3

2

1

a=s

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

x1

FIGURE I.

Feasible points, efficient points and objective functions for Example 1.

I-'
,j::.
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corresponds to all of the efficient points.
Figure 2 is a graph of z 1 (x) versus z 2 (x) with alpha
as a parameter.

From this graph a desired operating point

would be selected.
operating point.

Assume point P is selected as the desired
Point P is located between the points A

and B and the following properties are known:
Point
A

2

6

32

2

B

5

9

29

11

p

?

?

31

5

24
20
16

a=9/20

z 2 (x)

12

B (9/20.::_a~_3/4)

8

a=3/4
4

0 ;---~r---~--~~--~----~--~---------A~(3~/_4.::_a~l)
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
z 1 (x)

FIGURE 2.

Values of Objective Functions at Efficient
Points.
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The values of x 1 and x 2 at the desired point P may be
determined by using the following linear interpolation
equation.

At the point P

If so desired, the values of z 2 (x) could be used instead
of the z 1 (x) values.

For our example the coordinates at P

are:
x1

31 -_ 32 (5- 2) = 3 , x = 6 + 31 -_ 32 (9- 6) = 7
= 2 + 29
2
32
32
29

If the values of z 2 (x) are used the same coordinates are
found as follows:
2 +

5 - 2 (5- 2)
11 - 2

=

3

5 - 2
6 + 11- 2(9 - 6)

= 7

With the exception of Figure 1 an n dimensional
problem would be solved in the same manner.

This example

as solved using the computer program is presented in
Appendix 1.
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CHAPTER IV
QUADRATIC OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
A.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Quadratic functions of independent variables often

occur when developing a mathematical model to describe or
approximate an actual process or bperation.

The simultan-

eous optimization of r quadratic functions subject to linear
constraints will now be considered.

Quadratic functions

may be written in the form
(1)

zk{x) -- ck + x'Qkx + Pkx'

where x is an n component column vector, x' is the transpose
of x, Qk is an nxn symmetric matrix, Pk is an n component
row vector, and ck is a constant.
We shall restrict our considerations to quadratic
functions in which the Qk matrix of equation (1)
definite or negative semidefinite for all k.
required by Theorem 2 is then assured.

is negative

The concavity

According to

Theorem 1 efficient points may be determined by maximizing
r
Z (x) =

I

k=l

o:k(x'Qkx + Pkx)
r

=

X r (

I

k=l
( 2)

r
akQk)x +

= x'Qx + Px

(

I

k=l

o:kPk)x

I

subject to the linear constraints.
One approach to solving the r objective function
problem is suggested by Antle[5].

A set of points which
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would be efficient points in the absence of constraints is
determined.

Points determined in this way will be called

unconstrained efficient points.

After a set of uncon-

strained efficient points is determined an operating point
is selected from this set and checked for feasibility in
the presence of constraints.

If the selected point is

feasible the problem is solved.

When the selected point is

not feasible, a set of feasible efficient points should be
determined and an operating point chosen from this new set.
A second approach to the overall problem of locating
an operating point would be to first determine a set of
feasible efficient points and then select a desired operating
point.

The disadvantage of this approach is that it is a

longer and therefore more expensive process to determine
efficient points in the presence of constraints than in the
absence of constraints.
The procedure of first determining a set of unconstrained efficient points is suggested by the author.

If

the selected point is feasible the constraints are of little
concern.

In the event that the selected point is not

feasible the information obtained may still be of value by
providing management with information about the effect of
the constraints.
Whether determining constrained or unconstrained
efficient points, the methods used are based on Theorems 1
and 2.

However, the techniques used to actually locate
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the efficient points differ and will now be considered.
It should be noted that the concept of unconstrained
efficient points has no meaning when the objective functions
are linear.
B.

UNCONSTRAINED EFFICIENT POINTS
A method of determining unconstrained efficient points

is presented by Antle[S] and will be stated here, without
proof, in a slightly modified form.
Unconstrained efficient points for r objective functions
of the form, zk(x)

=

ck + x'Qkx + Qkx' with Qk being nega-

tive definite or negative semidefinite, are given by

r

where 0 . ::._ a.k

and . I ak = 1.
k=l

< 1

Unconstrained efficient points are then obtained by using
different sets of alphas.

When there are only two object-

ive functions the above equation may be reduced to
(3)

x * = • 5 [ a.Q 1 + ( 1 - a) Q2 ]
0

<

a

<

- 1 [ aP 1

+ ( 1 - a) P 2 ]

1.

The above method will be referred to as Method A.
points where a.

;

= 0 and a.

=

The

1 must be given special atten-

tion and are discussed by Antle[S].
A special computer program was written to determine
unconstrained efficient points of two objective functions
using Method A and is presented in Appendix 2.
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A different method, not based on Theorems 1 and 2, for
determining unconstrained efficient points for two objective functions is presented by Umland and Smith[6].

Their

appr'oach is to treat one of the objective functions as a
restricting relationship and use LaGrange multipliers to
determine extermal values of the other function.

The

resulting LaGrange multiplier problem is then solved using
different values of the restricting function.

Each diff-

erent value results in an unconstrained efficient point.
This method will in general involve the solution of n+l
simultaneous non-linear equations for a problem with n
independent variables.

The above method of determining

unconstrained efficient points will be referred to as Method
B.
An

example from the field of chemical research and

originally presented by Umland and Smith[6] will now be
g1ven.

One of the objective functions represents the

yield from a chemical process and the other represents
purity.

The two independent variables could represent

control factors such as temperature and pressure.

Their

objective functions were:
Predicted purity,
2

z 1 (x) = 85.72- 9.20x 1

-

2

5.18x 2 + 21.85x 1 + 8.59x 2

-

6.26x 1 x 2

Predicted yield,
z 2 (x)

=

55.84 - 3.03xi - 6.96x~ + 7.3lx 1 + 26.65x 2 + 2.69x 1 x 2

21

Purity is treated as the restricting function and the
results obtained by Umland and Smith[6] for three selected
values of purity are given in Table I, and plotted in
Figure 3.
Table I
z 1 (x)

Z2(X)

Xl

94.87

83.66

.965

1.088

92.47

86.73

1.005

1.316

89.995

88.68

1.075

1.479

X2

The same problem was solved using the computer program
written for Method A and the results are also plotted in
Figure 3.

These points are also listed in Appendix 2 as an

example.
Figure 3 demonstrates the agreement of the two methods
and by subdividing intervals of alpha, Method A yielded
exactly those points (see Appendix 2) determined by Umland
and Smith [ 6 ] .
Although no comparable times are available the author
believes that Method A, which involves only a summation and
the inverse of a matrix, will be considerably faster than
Method B, which requires the solution of systems of nonlinear equations.

Some sample computer times for Method A

are included with the examples in Appendix 2.
C.

FEASIBLE EFFICIENT POINTS.
When there are restrictions on the independent variables
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the methods of the previous section can no longer be used
to maximize the function of Theorem 1 to determine effieient points.

A technique was developed by Wolfe[2] to

maximize quadratic functions of the form Z(x)
subject to linear constraints.

=

x'Qx + Px

This method is becoming

well known and is discussed in a recent book on non-linear
programming by Hadley[?], and a book on operations research
by Saaty[8].

A necessary restriction is that the matrix Q

be negative definite or negative semidefinite.

This agrees

with our previous restrictions imposed by Theorem 2 and also
100

(a=.9) o
0

0

90

z 2 (x)

o Method A

(Yield)

+

80

+
0

Method B

0

0

70

(a=O)

0

6~----------+---------~---------4----------~-

60

70

z1(x)

FIGURE 3.
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(Purity)

Values of objective functions at unconstrained
efficient points.
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assures us that any local maximum located will also be a
global maximum[?].
Wolfe's method is used to maximize the composite
objective function of equation {2), subject to the linear
constraints, and thereby determine efficient points for the
r objective functions z 1 (x), z 2 (x)··· z r (x).

Various values

of alpha are chosen and the resulting efficient points are
presented as in the linear case.

A Fortran I I computer

program was written to determine efficient points using
.,
Wolfe's method to perform the maximization.

This program

and examples are presented in Appendix 3.
D.

AN EXAMPLE .

Consider the problem:
Maximize:
= 370.0 =

2

2

5.3xl - 4.075x 2 + 19x 1 + 20x 2
2

-

4.2x 1 x 2

2

-176.0 - 9.0xl - 4.0x 2 + 144x 1 + 40x 2

Subject to:
x2

<

2.25

A two dimensional example was again chosen so that the
methods and techniques may be more easily visualized.
Figure 4 shows several contours for each of the objective
functions and the set of feasible points bounded by the
constraints.
Efficient points and unconstrained efficient points
were both determined to illustrate the effect of the

ST

~

+

unconstrained

0

with constraints

$

both

I

I

I

B+

+
/

x2
/

/

e

A+
$

$

feasible points
1

""

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

xl

FIGURE 4.

Objective function contours, feasible points, and efficient points.
example of section D for further explanation.

See

N
~
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constraints.

At the points labeled A and B in Figure 4,

the maximum values of the objective functions z 1 (x) and
z 2 (x), respectively, occur.

In the presence of constraints

the corresponding maximums occur at the points A' and B'.
The feasible efficient points which are not unconstrained
efficient points are on the boundary of the set of feasible
points.

The values of the objective functions at the

efficient points are plotted in Figure 5.

The four points

labeled A, A', B, B' correspond to those with the same
labels in Figure 4.
To determine the efficient points for a particular
value of one of the objective functions a method of subdividing intervals of _alpha is suggested.

One such method

is to repeatedly halve an interval of alpha, which is
known to bracket the desired value, until the desired
value is located within a predetermined limit.

This tech-

nique is included ln the computer program in Appendix 2.
The approach used to solve this example would also be used
to solve a two objective function problem with more than
two independent variables.

The results of such an example

are presented in Appendix 3 as well as a problem with
more than two objective functions.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
A solution to the problem of simultaneously optimizing
two objective functions which are subject to linear constraints may be obtained by using the computational methods
presented.

These methods are limited to either linear

functions or concave quadratic functions.

In general the

solution consists of a set of efficient points with an
associated parameter alpha.

The number of independent var-

iables and constraints is restricted only by the capabilities
of the computer available.

The results may be presented

in a usable form and should provide management with a
valuable tool.
If the number of objective functions is greater than
two the usefulness of the results is decreased due to the
difficulties of presentation and interpretation.

Techniques

of two parameter programming may provide a means of solving
the three objective function problem.
The computational efficiency of the methods used could
possibly be improved by using other variations of the
.

simplex algorithm.
point as a

star~ing

.

If the idea of using a known efficient
place for finding another efficient

point could be applied to quadratic objective functions,
as i t was to linear, a saving in computer time should be
realized.

The method presently used requires the solution

28

of an entire quadratic programming problem for each efficient point.
As other computational techniques of non-linear
programming become

availab~e

they may be used together with

the theorems presented to determine efficient points for the
problem having more than one non-linear objective function.
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APPENDIX 1
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING EFFICIENT POINTS
FOR LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
I.

PURPOSE.
The purpose of this program is to determine efficient

points for r linear objective functions which are subject
to linear constraints.

If there are only two objective

functions critical alphas are determined using the techniques of linear programming.
II.

INPUT.
The input data consists of the constraints in the form

of a simplex initial tableau, the variables in the initial
basic solution, the objective function coefficients and
control information.

The six types of necessary data cards

will now be discussed in detail.
TYPE 1.

An

identification card.

Any information

punched in columns 2 - 80 will be printed as the
first line of output.

Typical information would be

problem identification, users name, date, etc.

If

no identification is desired a blank card should
be used.
TYPE 2.

FORMAT(79H)

Control information.

Punched as fixed point

numbers, right justified, in the columns indicated.
columns
1 - 3

Number of independent variables, including slack, surplus, and artificial

30

variables.
4 -

Number of constraint equations.

6

Number of objective functions.

7 - 9

10 - 12

The subscript (number) of the first
artificial (NOT slack or surplus)
variable.

If there are no artificial

variables leave blank.
TYPE 3.

Initial tableau.

FORMAT(24I3)

The coefficients of the

constraint equations with slack, surplus, and artificial variables added.

Punched as floating point

numbers (with decimal point) in columns of 10 with
up to 7 pieces of data per card.

The constant term

should be in columns 1 - 10 with the coefficients
of x in the order x 1 , x 2

••••

tion must start a new card.
TYPE 4.

Variables in basis.

Each constraint equaFORMAT(7El0.2)
The subscript or column

number of the variables in the original simplex
tableau.

Punched as fixed point numbers right just-

ified in columns of three with up to 24 per card.
The order should correspond to the rows, i.e., the
subscript of the variable from the first row should
be in columns 1 - 3, the subscript of the variable
from the second row should be in columns 4 - 6, etc.
(see example)
TYPE 5.

FORMAT(24I3)

Objective function coefficients.

Punched as

floating point numbers in columns of 10 with up to

31

7 pieces of data per card.
constant, x 1 , x 2

•••

xn' including slack, surplus,

and artificial variables.
TYPE 6.

The order of terms is

Alpha information.

FORMAT(7El0.2}
Punched as floating

point numbers as indicated below.

FORMAT(7El0.2)

columns
1 - 10

Leave this space blank to determine
critical alphas.

Punch any non-zero

number to prohibit the finding of critical alphas.
11 - 20

Any number (non-zero) will result in
the printing of the entire simplex
tableau.

If blank only efficient point

information will be printed.
The following information is required only if critical
alphas are NOT to be determined and there are only 2
objective functions.
21 - 30

starting alpha

31 - 40

stopping alpha

41 - 50

alpha increment

The following information must be furnished whenever
there are more than 2 objective functions.
21 - 30

alpha (1)

31 - 40

alpha (2}

61 - 70

alpha ( 5)
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TYPE 7.

Control card.

To read new alpha information

(a TYPE 4 card) this card should be left blank.

To

begin a new problem punch any positive number in
columns 1 - 10.

To terminate the program punch any

negative number in columns 1 - 10.
III.

FORMAT(7El0.2)

OUTPUT.
The output consists of:
1.

Identification from the TYPE 1 card.

2.

objective function and constraint coefficients
in the same order of the input.

3.

efficient point information:

alphas (or critical

alphas), values of objective functions, and
values of x.

4.

the entire simplex tableau, if requested on the
TYPE 4 input card.

In the case of critical

alphas this tableau will be the one corresponding to a= 0, where z 2 (x) is optimum.
IV.

EXAMPLE l.
The example of Chapter III, section C, will now be

given as solved on the computer.
A.

The problem.
Maximize:

z 1 (x) = 30

- 2x 1 + x2

z 2 (x) = -8 + 2x 1 + x2
Subject to:

-

x2

-> 0

-xl +

x2

-<

3x 1

4
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To illustrate the program use and options this
problem will be solved 3 different times.
Determine efficient points:
1.

at critical alphas.

2.

at critical alphas and print final tableau.

3.

for alpha from 0.0 to 0.8 in increments of 0.2.

After adding the necessary slack, surplus, and
artificial variables the coefficient tableau is:

B.

canst

xl

0

3

-1

4

-1

50

x4

xs

x6

x7

xs

-1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

5

0

0

1

0

0

0

18

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

10

1

-1

0

0

0

0

1

0

x2

x3

Program input data cards.
The data cards for the three desired outputs are
the same except for the TYPE 5 control card and
will be shown only once, but with the three differi

(t;i

ent TYPE 5 cards indicated.

The input data cards for this example are as follows:
TYPE

[1]
[2]
[ 3]
[3]

[3]
[3]
[3]
(3]

[3]

EXAMPLE OF CHAPTER Illt SECTION C• FOR APPENDIX la

a

o.

-1.

-1.

o.

4.

-1.

1.

-1.

o.
o.
o.
o.

-2.
-1000.

1·

o.

2.
-1000.

1.

o.o

o.
so.
o.
l.

[6]

[7]
[6]

[7]
[6]
[ 7]

o.
1.
o.
1.
o.

18·

[3]

[5]
[5]

8

3.
1.

o.

[5]
[5]

2

o.

[3]
[3]

[4]

5

o.
-a.

o.

1.

1.

10.

8 4
30.

5.

o.
5

6

7

o.

1.

o.
o.

o.

l.

o.

o.

o.

l.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.
o.

o.
o.

o.
o.

.a

0.2

o.

(**BlANK CARD**)
(**BLANK CARD**)
1.

(**BLANK CARD**l
33.33
-99.99

w
~

c.

Program output.
The first page of output is as follows:

EXAMPLE OF CHAPTER III, SECTION
CONSTRAINTS

c,

FOR APPENDIX 1.

o.OOOOE•99 3.0000E+OO •l•OOOOE+OO •ltOOOCE+OO
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 t.ooooE+oo
4•0000E+OO -l.OOOOE+OO l·OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE-99
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99

0·060oE~9t

O•OOeoE•99

l·OO~OE+OO

O•OOOOE-99

5eOOOOE+Ol

O.OOOOE•99

l•OOOOE+OO

ltOOOOE+OO

o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99

5.0000E+Oo
o.ooooE~99

OtOOOOE•99

l•BOOOE+Ol l.OOOOE+OO t.OOOOE+OO Oe0000E•99 O.OOOOE-99 O•OOOOE-99
1.ooooe+oo o.ooooE-9~ o.ooooE-99
leOOOOE+Ol l.OOOOE+OO -l.OOOOE+OO O•OOOOE-99 OeOOOOE-99 OeOOOoE~99
o.ooooE-99 1.ooooe~oo o.ooooE-99
z1=
3.ooooE+Ol -2.ooooE+oo l.ooooE+oo o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 -l.ooooE+03
Z2•
-a.ooooE+oo 2.ooooE+oo l.ooooe+oo o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 -l.ooooE+03
A~PHA RANGE
ZlfX>
Z2(X)
X ( Il
o.oooo .2499 6.00000E+OO 2.39999E+Ol
1.3999E+Ol 4.ooooE+oo 3t7999E+Ol
1.3999E+01 le5999E+Ol o.ooooE·99
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99
.2499 .4500 lt79999E+01 1.99999E+Ol
l.OOOOE+Ol 7.9999E+OO 2.2000E+Ol
6.0000E+OO o.ooooE ... 99 o.ooooE-99
7.9999E+OO o.ooooE-99
·4500 .7500 2•89999E+Ol l.09999E+Ol
5.0000E+OO 8t9999E+OO 6.0000E+OO
o.ooooE .... 99 o.ooooE-99 4tOOOOE+OO
1.3999E+Ol o.ooooE-99
.7500 leOOOO 3.20000E+Ol 1.99999E+OO
1.9999E+OO 5t9999E+OO o.ooooE-99
o.ooooE-99 1,8000E+Ol ltOOOOE+Ol
1.3999E+Ol o.ooooE-99

w

lJl

The second page of output is as follows:

FINAL TAB~EAU, NO. 12
VIB
XB
A VECTO~S
1 l3.99999E+OO lO.OOOOOE-01 OOeOOOOOE-99 OO.OOOOOE-99
oo.oooooE-99 49.99999E-02 49.99999E-02
2 4o.oooo4E-Ol oo.oooooE-99 1o.oooooE-o1 oo.oooooE-99
oo.oooooe~99

49.99998E-0&-49.99997E-02

oo.oooooE ... 99
oo.oooooE-99

oo.oooooE-99
4 1!.99999E+OO oo.oooooE-99 oo.oooooe-99 oo.oooooe-10 oo.oooooE ... 99
OO.OOOOOE-99 lO.OOOOOE-08 99.99999E-02
s t5.99998E+OO oo.ooooOE-99 oo.oooooE-99 oo.oooooE-99 oo.oooooE-99
3 37e99999E+00 OO.OOOOOE-99 OO.OOOOOE-99 lOeOOOOOE-01
oo.OOOOOE-99 lO.OOOOOE-01 l9e99999E-Ol

lO.OOOOOE-Ol-29.99999E-Ol l9.99999E-Ol
o 32.oooooe+oo oo.oooooE-99 oo.oooooE-99 oo.ooooOE*99
oo.oooooE-99 l4.99999E-ol 5o.oooo1E-o2
A~PHA RANGE
ll(X)
Z2<X>
0·0000
·2500

·2500
.4500

6·00000E+OO
1.79999E+Ol

2e40000E+Ol

2eOOOOOE+Ol

.7500

2e89999E+Ol

l.09999E+Ol

·7500 1.0000

~.20000E+Ol

1.99999E+OO

X(!)

1.3999E+Ol

4.0000E+OO

le39C99E+Ol

le5999E+Ol

l.OOOOE+Ol

7.9999E+OO
o.ooooE-99

o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99
6.0000E+OO

·4500

oo.oooooE-99
3e7999E+Ol

o.ooooE-99
2.2000E+01

o.ooooE-99

7.9999E+OO o.ooooE-99
8t9999E+OO 6.0000E+OO
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 4eOOOOE+OO
le3999E+Ol o.ooooE-99
1.9999E+OO 5e9999E+OO o.ooooE-99
o.ooooE-99 1.8000E+Ol ltOOOOE+Ol
1.3999E+Ol o.ooooE-99
5eOOOOE+OO

w
0'\

The third page of output is as follows:

AL.F>HA(Il
o.oooo
1·0000

ZCI)

6·00000S3E+OO
2.4000000!+01
X (!)
l·3999E+Ol 4.0000E+OO :3.7999E+Ol
o.ooooE•99 o.ooooE-99
AL.F>HA(I)
z (l)
t2000
6.0000083E+OO
.a coo
2.4000000E+Ol

le3999E+Ol

1.5999E+Ol

OeOOOOE-99

lt3999E+Ol

le5999E+Ol

Oe0000E""99

6eOOOOE+00

o.OOOOE-99

o.ooooE-99

o.ooooE-99

o.ooooE-99

4eOOOOE+OO

o.ooooE-99

1·8000E+Ol

leOOOOE+Ol

X ( 1)

1.3999E+Ol 4.0000E+OO 3e7999E+Ol
o.ooooE ... 99 o.ooooE-99
z ( l)
At..PHA CI>
le7999997E+Ol
·4000
.6000
2.0000001E+Ol
X( I )
leOOOOE+Ol 7.9999E+OO 2•2000E+Ol
7·9999E+OO o.ooooE-99
z ( J)
AL.PHACJ)
2e8999999E+Ol
·6000
.4000
le0999999E+Ol
X(l)

5.0000E+OO
le3999E+Ol
AL.PHA( I)

.aooo

.2000
2•0000E+OO
lt3999E+01

8e9999E+OO 6eOOOOE+OO
o.ooooE-99
Ztil
3.1999996E+Ol
2.0000009E+OO

x< n

5e9999E+OO
o.ooooE-99

o.ooooE-99

w
-....!

V.

EXAMPLE 2 •

A.

Determine efficient points and critical alphas which will
maximize

z 1 (x) = 2x 1 + x 2 + 4x 3 + 5x 4 and

minimize

z 2 (x)

Subject to:

=

x 1 + 2x 2 +

3~ 3

+ 4x 4

x 1 + 3x 2 + 2x 3 + 5x 4 < 20

2x 1 + 16x 2 + x 3 + x 4
3x 1
B.

-

x2

-

4

>

5x 3 + 10x 4

~

-10

Input data cards.

TYPE
[1]

tXAMPLE 2• FOR APPENDIX 1.

[2]

9

[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[5]
[5]
[ 6]

3

2

20·

o.
4.
o.

10·
-1·
5

o.
o.
o.o
o.

a

1.

:;.

2.

s.

1.

o.

2.
1.
-3.

16.

1.

1.

o.

-1·

1·
1·

5.

-10.

o.

o.

2.

1.
-1000.
-2.
-lOCO.

4.

5.

o.

o.

-3.

-4.

o.

e

DETERMINE CRITICAL ALPHAS

o.

o.
o.

9

-1000.
-1.
-1000.

(**BLANK CARD**>

w
00

c.

Computer output.

EXAMPLE 2. FOR APPENDIX 1.
CONSTRAINTS

DETERMINE CRtTICAL ALPHAS

2e0000E+Ol ltOOOOE+OO 3e0000E+OO 2.0000E+OO 5tOOOOE+OO ltOOOOE+OO
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99
4tOOOOE+OO 2.0000E+OO lt6000E+Ol ltOOOOE+OO ltOOOOE+OO O•OOOOE-99
-l•OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE-99 l•OOOOE+OO OeOOOOE-99
l•OOOOE+Ol -3.0000E+OO l•OOOOE+OO S.OOOOE+OO -l.OOOOE+Ol O•OOOOE•99
o.ooooE-99 -I.ooooE+oo o.ooooE-99 t.oooo~+oo
Zl•
o.OOOOE-99 2.0000E+OO l•OOOOE+OO 4.0000E+OO S.OOOOE+OO OeOOOOE-99
O.OOOOE~99
o.OOOOE-99 -l.OOOOE+03 -l.OOOOE+03
Z2•
O.OOOOE~99 -l.OOOOE+OO -2.0000E+OO -3.0000E+Oo -4.0000E+OO
O.OOOOE-99
OeOOOOE-99 o.OOOOE-99 -leOOOOE+O~ -l.OOOOE+03
A~PHA RANGE
Zl!X)
Z2(X)
X (!)
0.0000 .3704 8t02531E+OO -6,17721E+OO
o.ooooE-99 le2658E-Ol 1.9746E+OO
o.OOOOE-99 le5670E+Ol o.ooooE-99
1.3999E+Ol o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99
.3704 .3888 lel3846E+Ol -8,1S384E+OO
7 .6923E-CH o.ooooE-99 2e4615E+OO
o.ooooE-99 1.4307E+Ol o.ooooE-99
1.3999E+Ol o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99
·3888 1.0000 4•00000E+Ol -2.63636E+Ol
7e2727E+OO o.ooooE-99 6.3636E+oo
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99 1.6909E+Ol
1.3999E+Ol o.ooooE-99 o.ooooE-99

w
\0

40
PROGRAM LISTING

*FANOK0805

C PROGRAM WJt.L.l
DIMENSION Y(20t40),IVC40>,Ct40ltiBC20)tCOB(5,40)t
1AL(5) tRt5>tFC40ltXC40)
1X(40)
1 READ 999
F>fH NT 970
PRINT 999
READ 900tNVtMCtNOBJ,JA

M=MC+l

N•

NV+!

tTAB=l
M5=M*5
ALS=O.o
PRINT 90U3
DO 7000 I•ltMC
READ 90lttYtltJ),J=ltN)
7000 PRINT 9023t <Y{J,J)tJ=ltN)

007001 .J= 1 tNV
7001 IVCJ)=O
2 READ 900,(IB<Iltl•ltMC)

DO 3 I=ltMC
K•IB( I>
3 IVCK>=I

302 DO 304 NO•ltNOBJ
READ 901,(C0B(N0tJ),J=ltN)

304 PRINT 9004t NO,(COB(NQ,J),J=ltN)
500 IFCNOBJ-2J505t515t510
505 READ 90lt CRIT,PR!T
KRIT=O
ALCl>•l·O

GO TO 308
510 KRI T•O
READ 901tCRITtPRIT,(AL(llt!=l,NOBJ)
GO TO 308
515 READ 901tCRITtPRITtALCl)tALStAkD
JFCCRIT) 520t525t520
520 KR I T=O
GO TO 530
525 KRIT=5
AL ( 1) =0 • 0
530 ALC2l=l.O-AL(l)
308 DO 310 J=2tN
C(Jl=O.O
DO 309 NO=ltNOBJ
309 C(Jl=C(Jl+ALCNOl*COB(NQ,J)
310 CONTINUE
1004 IBCMl=O
NTIM •0

ccu=o.o

41

CALC ZJ•CJ

C

5 DOll J!!:ltN

zJ=o.o

qo 10 I•l;MC

7 l<i=IBti) +1

10 ZJ=Zj+ CCK)*Y<ItJ)
11 YCMt.J)=ZJ-C(J)
IFCKRIT> l3t20t20

C

13 KRIT =1
SELE'T IN VECTOR AND TEST FOR
20 ZCM::O.O

O~TIMUM

JM=O
DO 25 Js2,N
22 !F{Y(M,J))23t25t25
23 IF(ZCM-YCMtJ)}25,25t24

C

24 ZC:M=Y<MtJ)
JM=J
25 CONTINUE
IF<ZCM>26t50t50
SELECT OUT VECTOR AND TEST FOR IJNBOUNDEDt JM GOING IN
26 YM=leE+45

NTIM =0
DO 35 I=ltMC
IF(Y(I,JMll35t35t28
28 IF<YCitlll3&t36t30
30 XY
=YCitl)/Y(ItJM)
IF(YM-XY
)35t35,32
32 YM=XY

IM=I
35 CONTINUE
IFtYM-leE+44>37t55t55
36 I M= I

C

ROW OPERATIONS WITH JM REPLACING IMt PIVOT Y(lMtJM}
37 PIV= YCIMtJM>
!F(M5-ITABl 58t58t39
39

ITAB=ITAB+l

DO 38 J:cltN
38 Y(IMtJl=Y(IM,J)/PIV
40 CO 44 I=ltM
!F(I-1M)41t44t41
41 A=Y(ItJMl

DO 43 J=l,N
Y(J,J)=Y(ItJl-Y(!M,J)*A
43 CONTINUE
44 CONTINUE
K* I B ( I M)

IVfK)•O
IV(JM-ll==IM
I B ( I M) == .JM -1

400 IF(KRITl 90t40lt40l
401 IF(JA-1)20t45t45

42

C

TEST BASIS FOR ARTIFICIAL VARtASLES
45 DO 46 I=ltMC
IFCIB(l)-JA)46t20t20

46 CONTINUE
N=JA

C

JA=O
GO TO 5
OPTIMAL FEASIBLE SOLUTION
50 tFtNTIM •1>5lt52t52
51 NTIM =1
GO TO 5
52 tF(JA-ll90t60t60
53 ~tNT 960,ITAB

GO TO 93
55 .JUB::JM-1
PRINT 96l,JUBtiTAB
GO TO 93
58 PRINT 962

GO TO 93
60 00 63 I=ltMC
IFCIB(J)-JA)63t62t62
02 IF(Y(I,l),53t63t53
&3 CONTINUE

OUTPUT

C

90 CONTINUE
DO 535 K=ltN\1

535 X(K)::O.O

DO 540 K==ltNV
KK•IB<Kl
540 XCKK)=YfKtll
DO 545 NO•ltNOSJ
R{NO)•COBtNOtl)

DO 542 K=2tN
542
545
550
555
560
570

R<NO)=RCNO)+COB(NOtKl*XCK~Il

CONTINUE
IF<KRITl408t560t55'
tF(PRITl404t404t330
IFtPRITl330t570t330

PRINT900ltCAL(I)tRC!>t I=ltNOBJI
PRINT 9002, t·X(I),t•ltN)
GO TO 575
330 CONTINUE
93 PRINT 952,ITAB

94 0095 K=ltM
95 PRINT 953tlBCK>tfYCKtJ),J•ltNJ
fP(KRIT> 408t5T0,404
575 IF(ALCll-ALSl580t96t96
580 AL(l):ALCl)+ALD
GO TO 530

96 CONTINUE

9p.

READ 901 tCODE

IFtCOOE> 1001,500tl
1001 CAL.!... EXIT
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c
c

DETERMINE CRITICAL VALUES OF ALPHA
COMPUTE F VECTOR

=. . 1

404 KIHT

c

PR'INT 9000
00 405 J=2tN
405 F(J>= COB(ltJ)-COB(2,Jl
SELECT IN VECTOR AND TEST
408 AC = l.E+45
410 DO 440 J=2tN
FY=O.O

INFINITE

FOR

AL~HA

tFCIVCJ-ll)440t417t440

417 tFCY(MtJ}} 440t420t420
420 DO 422 I=ltMC

K=IB(I

>

+l

422 FY = FCK)*Y(I,J) + FY
425 FYF
FY - F(Jl
IF(FYF) 429t440t440
-Y(MtJ)/ FYF
429 AJ
IFCAC -AJ> 440t440t430

=

=

4!0 JM=J
AC:AJ
440 CONTINUE
IFCAC-l.E+44l 44lt445t445
441 IFCAC-.99995>442,445,445
442 P~INT 4900, Al..(lltAC,R<l)•R(2>tfX(t),I•ltNV>

AL(l)= AC
GO TO 26
445 AC•l•

PRINT 4900 , AbCl),ACtRCl),R(2)t(X(l)tl:l,NV)

GO TO 97

900 FORMAT(20I3l
901 FORMAT(7El0.2)
952 FORMAT(21HO FINAL TABLEAU, NO.t3,/5H VI8t6Xt2HXB25Xt
19HA VECTOR'S )
953 FORMAT(lXti4,5El3.5,/(18Xt4El3.5>)
960 FORMATC23Hl NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION •15X,llHTABLEAU NO.,t3J
961 FORMAT(30H UNBOUNDED OBJECTIVE, VECTOR Atl2tl0Xt
lllHTABLEAU NO.,I3>
962 FORMAT<l8Hl POSSIBLE CYCLING
970 FORMAT { lH 1)
999 FORMAT(1Hlt79H
1

)

4900 FORMATClX,2F7.4,2(1XtE12.5),1XtiClXtE11.4)/(43XtE11.4t
llXtE11.4tlXtEll.4) J

9000 FORMAT<2Xtl2H ALPHA RANGE t7Xt5HZl(XJtlOX•5H~2(X)t
118Xt4HX(!))
9001 FORMAT(20H ALPHA(!)
Z(II /tF8.4t3XtEl4.7l l
9002 FORMATC15Xt4HX(I},/6(1XtE11.41)
9004 FORMATC1XtlHZ•!ltlH=t2X,6ClX,Ell.4)t/(7XtE11.4tlX,
1Elle4tlXtE11•4•1XtEll.4t1XtE1le4•1XtE11.4))
9 0 1 8 FORMAT t 1 2 H CONS TRA I NT S )
9023 FORMATC6C1XtEll.4))
END
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APPENDIX 2
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING UNCONSTRAINED
EFFICIENT POINTS
I.

PURPOSE.
The purpose of this program is to determine efficient

points for two quadratic objective functions, each of the
form z(x)

= c0

-

x'Qx + Bx.

The method presented by Antle

[5] is used and is restricted to problems where the Q
matrix is positive definite or positive semi-definite.
II.

INPUT.
Five different types of input cards are required and a

detailed description of eacp follows.
TYPE 1.

An identification card.

Any information

punched in columns 2 - 80 will be printed as the
first line of output on each page.

Typical informa-

tion would be problem identification, date, users
name, etc.

If no identification is needed the card

may be left blank.
TYPE 2.

FORMAT(79H)

The number of independent variables.

Punched

as a fixed point number, right justified in columns
1 - 3.
TYPE 3.

FORMAT(I3)
The coefficients of the objective functions.

Punched as floating point numbers (with decimal
point) in columns of 10, with up to 7 pieces of data
per card.

Each objective function begins a new card.

The order of the coefficients must be:

constant,
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square terms, linear terms, cross product terms;

• • • x 2 x n'

•••

If any terms are missing either a zero should be
punched or a blank left in the proper position.
FORMAT(7El0.2)
TYPE 4..

Values and increments of alpha.

Punched as

floating point numbers in columns of 10 as follows:
columns
1 - 10

starting alpha

11 - 20

s.topping alpha

21 - 30

alpha increment

The starting alpha must be less than or equal to the
stopping alpha and the increment must be positive.
If only one value of alpha is to be used (instead of
a sequence) that value should be punched as the
starting alpha and the remainder of the card left
blank.

As many of this type card may be used as

desired.
TYPE 5.

FORMAT(7El0.2)

Control card.

To begin an entirely new prob-

lem punch any negative number in columns 1 - 10.
The next data card should then be a TYPE 1 card.
To terminate the program punch any negative number
in columns 1 - 10 and any number in columns 31 - 40.
FORMAT(7El0.2)
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III.

OUTPUT.
The normal output consists of:
1.

Identification from the TYPE 1 card.

2.

Coefficients of the objective functions in the same
order as entered on the TYPE 2 cards.

3.

Efficient point information:

alpha, values of

objective functions, and values of x.
IV.

PROGRAM VARIATIONS.
A.

The following output variations are possible:
1.

The identification may be suppressed by punching any number in columns 41 - 50 of the TYPE
4 card.

(The TYPE 1 card must still be

included as an input card.)
2.

The coefficients of the objective functions
may be suppressed by punching any number in
columns 51 - 60 of the TYPE 4 card.

3.

A new page of output may be started by punching any number in columns 61 - 70 of the TYPE
4 card.
In all of the above "any number" is meant
to imply any number except zero.

B.

To locate the efficient point with a particular
value of one of the objective functions the following card should be entered as a TYPE 4 card.
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columns
1 -

10

Either a ±1.0 or ±2.0, denoting which
objective function is being used.

The

(+) value should be used if the objective function is an increasing function
of alpha and the (-) value if the
objective function is a decreasing function of alpha.

11 - 20

The value of the objective function.

21 - 30

A value of alpha which is known to be
lower than the alpha of the desired
point.

31 - 40

If not known, leave blank.

A value of alpha which is known to be
higher than the alpha of the desired
point.

71 - 80

If not known, leave blank.

The allowable error in the value of the
objective function.

This space MAY NOT

be zero or blank.
Columns 41 - 70 are used to offer the same output variations as discussed in the previous section.
There is no limit on the number of these cards
which may be used.

If the specified value is not

located after 20 steps of halving the interval of
alpha the process is terminated, a message is
printed and the next card is read.

If an incorrect

interval of alpha is specified the desired point
will not be located.
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VI •

EXAMPLE 1.

A.

The problem.
For the functions used in Chapter IV, section B,
z 1 (x)

=

85.72- 9.20x 12 - 5.18x 22 + 21.85x 1 + 8.59x 2
- 6.26x1x 2

= 55.84 -

2

3.03x 1

-

2

6.96x 2 + 7.31x 1 + 26.65x 2

Determine efficient points:
(1)

for alpha from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1

(2)

where, z 1 (x) = 94.87

±

.001

(3)

where, z 2 (x} = 86.73

±

.0005

z 2 (x) = 88.68

±

.0001

and print the answers on a new page without
the objective function coefficients.
(4)

where, z 1 (x) = 30.00

±

.5

B.

Input data.

TYEE

[1]
[2]
[3]
[3]

[ 4]
[4]

[4]
[ 4]
[4]
[5]

c.

EXAMPLE FROM TECHNOMETRICS
2
85.72
-9.20
-5.18
55.84
-3.03
-6.96
o.o
Oe1
1·0
1.0
94.87
-z.o
86.73
-z.o
88.68
0.3
1.0
30.0
-99.99

PROGRAM WJLQ3
21.85
7.31

8.59
26.65

6/18/65
-6.26
2.69
8

8

0.4
-99.99

.oo1
.0005
.oo1

o.5

Program output.
EXAMPLE FROM TECHNOMETRICS
PROGRAM WJL.Q3
6/18/65
Zl::~
8e5720E+Ol -9.2000E+OO -5.1800E+OO 2el850E+Ol 8t5900E+OO -6.2600E+OO
Z2=
5e5840E+Ol -3.0300E+OO -6.9600E+OO 7.3100E+OO 2.6650E+Ol 2.6900E+oo
ALPHA
Zl
X( I )
Z2
o.oooo
4.6846617E+Ol
9.5362406E+Ol
2.2490E+OO 2.3491E+OO
6.9946571E+Ol
.1000
9.4308053E+01
1.7079E+OO 2.0576E+OO
.2000
s.0556254E+Ol
9.2503227E+Ol
l.3922E+OO 1.8391E+OO
.3000
a.6364882E+Ol
9.0600444£+01
1.1965E+OO 1.6525E+OO
.4000
9.0Ql6782E+Ol
8.8651685E+Ol
l.0740E+OO 1.4780E+OO
.5000
9.2590480E+Ol
8e6554190E+Ol
le0018E+OO le3040E+OO
.6000
9.4570040E+Ol
8.4135175E+Ol
9.6755E-Ol 1.1219E+OO
.7000
9.6171670E+01
a.ll51356E+Ol
9.6511E-Ol 9.2384E-Ol
.8000
9.7462130E+Ol
7.7252533E+Ol
9.9210E-Ol 7,0152E-Ol
.9000
9.8391780E+Ol
7.1908468E+Ol
l.0491E+OO 4.4489E-Ol
1.oooo 9.8774657E+Ol 6.4272838E+Ol 1.1397E+OO le4048E-Ol
.6173
9.4870890E+Ol
S.3667250E+Ol
9.6496E-Ol
l.0890E+OO

[New Page]
EXAMPLE FROM TECHNOMETRICS
PROGRAM WJLQ3
6/18/65
ALPHA
Zl
Z2
X( I l
.4920
9.2412160E+Ol
8.6729699E+Ol
l.0060E+OO 1.3180E+OO
.3986
s.9975680E+Ol
8a8679007E+Ol
l•0753E+OO 1.4804E+OO
CAN NOT LOCATE Zl=
3.0000000E+Ol

.t::.
1..0

VII.

EXA.J.lPLE 2.

A.

The problem.
Determine unconstrained efficient points for alpha from 0 to 1 in increments
of 0.1 for

B.

TYPE

2

2

z 1 ( x)

=

370- 5.3x 1 - 4.075x 2 ·+ 19x 1 + 20x 2 - 4.2x 1 x 2

z 2 (x)

=

-176.- 9.0x 1 - 4.0x 2 + 144x 1

2

2

+ 40x 2

Input Ci;lrds.

UNCONSTRAINED EFFICIENT POINTS FOR THE EXAMPLE OF CHAPT. IV,SEC. D

[ 1]

[2]

2

(3]
[3]

370.
-176.

[4)

o.o

[5]

-99.99

c.

-4.075

-5·3
-9.

-4.

o.1

1.0

19·0
14l··

20.
40.-

-4.2

-99.99

Program output.
UNCONSTRAINED EFFICIENT POINTS FOR THE EXAMPbE OF CHAPT. IV,SECe D
Zl=
Z2=

3·7000E+02 -5.3000E+OO -4~0750E+OO
•1.7600E+02 -9.0000E+OO -4,QOOOE+OO

ALPHA

ll

l•9000E+Ol
l•4400E+02

Z2

0.0000
.1000
.2000
.3000
.4000
.5000
.6000
.1nno

1.292S060E+Ol
8.6338690E+Ol
1.4985705E+02
z.0463179E+02
2a5167539E+02
2.9185447f+02
3.2585835E+02
3.5411903E+02

5•0000004E+02
4.9616188E+02
4.8497378E+02
4.6672894E+02

.~~00
.~~~1

1.766279!E+O?

E·66?80q7E+02

J.S2513lhE•02

1.~1~0

,.~~Ol92?E~02

4.~139832E+02

X(!)
?.9999E+OO
7.5129E+OO
7.0127E+OO
6.4927E+OO
5.9449E+OO

4.0850162E+02

5~3583E+00

3.66C7254~+02

1.550624hE~02

4.7164E+OO
4.0046E+OO
3.1870E+OO
2.2202E+OO

2.~966370E~o:

1·0~05~+00

l•l4~207S~~·02

2tOOOOE+Ol -4•2000E+OO
4tOOOOE+Ol o.oOOOE-99
5oOOOOE+OO
4t3474E+OO
3.7496E+OO
3.2093E+OO
2.7310£+00
2.3216E+OO
l.90l2E+OO
1.7552E+OO
1.6368E+OO
l.e6727E+OO
lt9229E+OO

lll
0
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PROGRAM LISTING
CPROGRAM WJLQ3
DIMENSION Al(20,20l,A2(2Q,20J,Bl(20J,B2(20>,Cl(200l
1(2(200) ,A(20,20) ,8(20) ,X(20)
lA(2Q,20l ,B(20l ,X(20l
PRINT 9000
1 READ 9001
10 AL1=2.0
AL2=2.0
ALS=O.O

ALD=O.O
FIND
LINE

=

O.Q
50
15 READ
9002, N,LIST
NN=
(N*(N+3)}/2
NNC=NN+l
Nl=N+l
20 READ
9003, Cl(NNCJ,(Cl(J),J=l,NNl
READ
9003t C2(NNCltCC2CJ),J=ltNN>

=

NMl=N-1
L=2*N

C

SET UP Al,A2,BltB2
40
45

50
55

MATRIX

Bl(Nl=Cl(Ll
B2(Nl=C2!Ll
DO 65 I=1,NM1
Al (I, I l =-Cl (I)
A2 ( I, I l =-C2 ( I )
K=N+I
Bl<Il=Cl(Kl
82(Il=C2(Kl
J2 =I+ l
DO 60 Jl=J2tN
L=L+l
Al(I,Jl)=-0.5*Cl(Ll
A2(I,Jll=-.5*C2(Ll
Al(Jlt!l=Al(I,Jll

60 A2(Jldl=A2(I,Jll

65 CONTINUE
Al(N,NJ=-Cl(Nl
A2(N,Nl=-C2(Nl

C

TEST ALPHAS
100 IF(AL1-ALSJ120tl05t105
105 READ 9008tALl,ALS,ALD,STOP,COMT,COEF,PAGE,ERR

C

ALTERNATELY=NOB,VOB,ALOW,ALHI,COMTtGOEF,PAGE~ERR

KONT=O
106
107
108
109
110
115
120
125

IFCPAGEJ107tl08tl07
LINE= 50
IF<ERR )300tl09,300
IF(AlllllO,l25,125
IFCST0Plll5tltll5

CALL EXIT
ALl=AL1+ALD
AL2=1.0-All

9
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C

C

C

C

C

SET UP A AND B MATRICES
130 DO 140 I=ltN
A<I,Nll=ALl*B1(Il+AL2*82(!}
135 DO 138 J=l,N
138 A<I,J>=ALl*AlCI,Jl+AL2*A2CI,Jl
140 CONTINUE
GAUJOR IS A ROUTINE TO SOLVE N LINEAR EQUATIONS
CALL GAUJORIA,N,N1,20,zOJ
DO 190 1=1 ,N
190 X(I) = 0·5*A<ItNll
EVALUATE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
200 L=2*N
Y1=C1(NNC>+X(Nl*(C1(L)+Cl(Nl*X(N))
Y2=C21NNCl+X(Nl*(C2(Ll+C2{Nl*X(Nl l
205 DO 225 I=1tNM1
K=N+I
Yl=Y1+X (I l*!Cl ( Kl +Cl( I) *X ( I l l
210 Y2=Y2+XCI l*IC2(Kl+C2( I l*X(! l l
215 DO 220 J=I;NMl
L=L+l
Yl=Yl+X(ll*XIJ+ll*Cl(Ll
220 Y2=Y2+X(Il*XIJ+ll*C21Ll
225 CONTINUE
OUTPUT
227 IF( ERR
1325,230,325
230 IF!LINE - 40) 280,280,240
240 PRINT 9000
LINE = 0
IF(COMTl 250,245,250
245 PRINT 9001
LINE= LINE+ 1
250 IF<COEFJ 260,255,260
255 K=l
LINE= LINE+ 2*<<NNC+6l/7)
PRINT 9004,K,Cl1NNC),(C1(J),J=l•NNJ
K=2
PRINT 9004,K,C21NNC),(C2(JJ,J=1;NNJ
260 PRINT 9005
280 PRINT 9006,ALl,Yl,Y2tiX(Il,I=l;Nl
LINE = LINE +<N +3l/4
GO TO 100
FIND A DATICULAR VALUE OF OBJ.
300 NOB=ABSFIAL1)
VOB = ALS
ALS=O.O
FIND = ALl
ALOW=ALD
ALHI=STOP
IF(
ALHI
)320.320,310
310 ALl=ALOW
ALIC = CALHI -ALOWJ
GO TO 125
320 ALl=.5
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ALIC=.5
GO TO 125
IFCNOB-ll330,330,340
ZD = Yl- VOB
GO TO 360
ZD = Y2- VOB
IFC ABSFCZD)- ERR> 230;230,365
ALIC= 0.5*ALIC
ZD = FIND* ZD
IFC ZD
)370,370,375
ALl= All + ALIC
GO TO 380
ALl= All - ALIC
ZDP=ZD
KONT = KONT +1
IFCKONT
20)125,125,390
PRINT 9007 , NOB,VOB
GO TO 105
FORMAT ClH 1 l
FORMATC1X,79H

325
330
340
360
365
367
370
375
380
390
9000
9001
1

9002 FORMATC24I3l
9003 FORMATC7El0.2)
9004 FORMATClX,lHZtil,lH=t2X,7(lX;El1.4lt/C7XtE11.4tlX,
1Ell.4tlXtE11.4,1X,Ell.4,1XtEll.4,1XtE11.4,1X,Ell.4)>
9005 FORMATC4X,5HALPHA,7X;2HZI,l4X,2HZ2,20Xt4HX(I))
9006 FORMAT<2X,F7.4,2(2XtE14.7),1Xt4<1XtE11.4l/(43XtElle4t
llX,El1.4,1X,Ell.4,1XtE11.4l)
9007 FORMATC21H CAN NOT LOCATE z,IltlH=t2XtE14.7
9008 FORMATC8E10.2)
END
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APPENDIX 3
PROGRAM TO DETERMINE EFFICIENT POINTS
FOR QUADRATIC OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
SUBJECT TO LINEAR CONSTRAINTS
PURPOSE.

I.

The purpose of this program is to utilize Wolfe's
method for quadratic programming to determine efficient
points for quadratic objective functions, zk(x)

=

x'Qkx + Pkx' k

of the forms A11x

=

1 ••• r, subject to linear constraints
~

b1 and A21x

~

b2, with b1, b2

~

0.

A modification of the form of Wolfe's method presented
on page 397 of [2] is used.

The program sets up the aug-

mented coefficient tableau shown below, where the variables
indicated correspond to those used by Wolfe.

x>O

YJ~O

y 2 ~0

w>O

v>O
I

All

I

I

1

bl

~

~

mxn

A21

mxl
b2

I

-I

~

R.xn

R.xp

Q

~

nxn

-I

Ail
nxm

-A21
nx.t

±I

•

p

~

This tableau differs from that of Wolfe in that

I

nxl
~A~

used, instead of +A2 1 , for the coefficient of u 2 •

1 is

This

correction is necessary to handle constraints of the form
A 2 1x

~

b 2 and is indicated by the Kuhn-Tucker theory as
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presented in Chapter 6 of Hadley[?].

The Q and P matrices

are from the composite objective function and vary as the
values of alpha change.
II.

INPUT.
The input data consists of control information, the

objective function coefficients and the constraint coefficients.

A detailed description of each of the necessary

input data cards follows.
TYPE 1.

An identification card.

Any information

punched in columns 2 - 80 will be printed as the
first line of output on each page.

Typical informa-

tion would be problem identification, date, users
name, etc.

If no identification is needed the card

may be left blank.
TYPE 2.

FORMAT(79H)

Control information.

Punched as fixed point

numbers, right justified, in the columns indicated.
columns
1 - 3

Number of independent variables

4 -

Number of constraints of the form

6

Ax < b
7 -

9

Number of constraints of the form
Ax > b

10 - 12

Number of objective functions

13 - 15

NPWR.

The value SxlO(NPWR- 2 0) is

subtracted from the z. -c. row to
J

J
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avoid premature termination with w
or z vectors in the basis.

Normally

these columns are blank.
FORMAT ( 24I3)

TYPE 3.

The coefficients of the objective functions.

Punched as floating point numbers

(with decimal

point) in columns of 10, with up to 7 pieces of data
per card.

Each objective function begins a new card.

The order of the coefficients must be:

constant,

square terms, linear terms, cross product terms;
•••

x 1x , x x , x x ,
n

2

3

2

4

• • •

X X

2 n'

• • •

X

n-1 X n·

If any terms are missing either a zero should be
punched or a blank left in the proper position.
FORMAT { 7El0. 2)
TYPE 4.

Coefficients of the constraints.

Punched as

floating point numbers (with decimal point) in
columns of 10, with up to 7 pieces of data per card.
All constraints of the form Ax < b must be first,
followed by those of the form Ax > b.
the coefficients must be x1, x 2

•••

xn , band each

constraint equation begins a new card.
are no constraints omit this type card.
TYPE 5.

The order of

Alpha and control information.

If there
FORMAT(7El0.2)
Punched as

floating point numbers with the form depending on
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the number of objective functions.

For one or two

objective functions the form is:
columns
1 - 10

starting alpha

11 - 20

stopping alpha

21 - 30

alpha increment

The starting alpha must be less than or equal to the
stopping alpha and the increment must be positive.
If only one value of alpha is to be used (instead
of a sequence)

that value should be punched as the

starting alpha and columns 11 - 30 left blank.

The

remainder of this card is used for the control of
output variations and is discussed later.
When there are more than two objective functions the form for this card is as follows:
columns
1 - 10

alpha (1)

11 - 20

alpha (2)

21 - 30

alpha (3)

31 - 40

alpha ( 4)

TYPE 6.

Control information.

FORMAT(SE10.2,6ES.O)
To begin an entirely

new problem punch any negative number in columns 1
10.

The next data card should then be a TYPE 1 card.

To terminate the program punch any negative number
in columns 1 - 10 and any number in columns 31 - 40.
FORMAT ( 7El0. 2)
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III.

OUTPUT.
A.

The normal output consists of:
1.

Identification from the TYPE 1 card.

2.

Coefficients of the constraints and objective
functions in the same order as entered on
input cards.

3.

Efficient point information:

alpha, values

of the objective functions, and values of x.
B.

The following output variations are possible:
1.

The identification may be surpressed by
punching any number in columns 51 - 55 of the
TYPE 5 card.

2.

The coefficients of the constraints and objective functions may he surpressed by
punching any number in columns 56 - 60 of the
TYPE 5 card.

3.

A new page of output may be started by punching any number in columns 61 - 65 of the
TYPE 5 card.

4.

To print the entire final tableau after each
efficient point, punch any number in columns
66 - 70.

In each of the above "any number" is meant to
imply a non-zero number.
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IV.

PROGRAM VARIATION.
In addition to locating efficient points for a speci-

fied value of alpha, or a sequence of values of alpha, the
program will locate the efficient point with a specified
value of one of the objective functions.

This can only be

done when there are two objective functions as the technique of halving the interval of alpha is used.

If the

desired value is not located after 20 steps of halving the
interval the search is terminated and a message printed.
To initiate a search of this type the following input card
should be used as a TYPE 5 card.
columns
1 -

10

Either a ±1. or ±2., denoting which objective
function is being used.

The (+) value should

be used if the objective function is an
increasing function of alpha and the (-) if
the objective function is a decreasing function of alpha.
11 - 20

The value of the objective function to be
located.

21 - 30

A value of alpha which is known to be lower
than the alpha of the desired point.

31 - 40

A value of alpha which is known to be
higher than the alpha of the desired points.

Note:

if either of the above values of alpha is not
known, leave both values blank.
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41 - 50

The allowable error in the value of the
objective function to be located.

This

space may not be zero or blank.
51 - 70

Output variations as discussed in previous section.

V.

EXAMPLE 1 •

A.

For the example of Chapter IV, section D,
Maximize:
5.3xi - 4.075x~ + 19x 1 + 20x 2 -

= 370 = -176 -

Subject to:

2

9x 1 -

4.2x 1 x 2

2

4.000x 2 + 144xl + 40x 2

4xl + 5x 2

<

x2

<

36
2.25

Determine:
1.

efficient points for alpha from 0 to 1 in
increments of 0.1.

2.

the efficient point for alpha

=

0.1234 and

print the answers on a new page.
3.

the efficient point for alpha = 0.432

4.

efficient points for alpha from 0.75 to 0.85
in increments of 0.05.

5.

the efficient point where z 1 (x) = 375

±

.01

6.

the efficient point where z 2 (x} = 450

±

.10

7.

the efficient point where z 2 (x) = 200

±

1.0,

which is known to be between a

=

.8 and a

=

.9.
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8.

the efficient point where z 1 (x)

=

261.6

±

.01

and print the answer on a new page with the
final tableau.
9.

Do not print coefficients.

efficient points for alpha from .002 to .003
in increments of 0.00025 and print the results
on a new page without the indentification.

10.

unconstrained efficient points for alpha from
0 to 1 in increments of 0.1.

Items 1 - 9 above may be worked as one problem with
9 different TYPE 5 cards.

Item 10 is actually a new

problem as the constraints are to be ignored.

B.

Input data cards.

TYPE

[1]
[2]
[3]
[3]

[4]

[4]
[4]
[4]
[5]
[5]

[5)
[5]
[5]

[5]
[5]
[5]

[6]
[1]

et:aot&s

EXAMPL.E 1 •• CHAPTER IV, S!:CTION D
2 2
370.

1

2
-5.3

-176.
4.

-9.

1.

1.
-1.
1.

o.

.1234
.432

.75
+l·
-2·

-2·
-2·

.ooa

-55.55

!).

-4.075

19.

20.

-4.000
36.

144.

40.

2.25
1.
.l
53

.as

375.
450.

.os

200.
261.6

.a

·003

.00025

.9

.l
1·

eOl
5S

[2)
(3]
(3]

370.
-176.

[5]
[6]

... 99.99

-5.3
-9.
1.0

-4.075
...,4.000

o.1
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63

se

63

eOl

eXAM'PL..S: 1. • CHAI'T!~ IV• SECTION 0
2 0 ~ 2

o.o

-4.2

19.
14'""'

6/30/65
20.
40.

70

63

UNCONSTRAINED POINTS

•4 • .2

-99.99

m
N

C.

Program output.

EXAMPt..E 1. t CHAPTER IVt SECTION D
CONSTRAINTS
4eOOOOE+~O
5eOOOOE+OO 3e6000E+01
Q.0000£-99 l.OaOOE+OO 2.2500E+OO
leOOOOE+OO •l.OOOOE+OO leOOOOE+OO

6/30/65

Zl•

3.7000E+02 -5.3000!+00 -4.07JOE+OO

le9000E+Ol

2e000¢E+Ol -4.2000E+OO

Z2•

-1.7600E+02 -9.0000E+OO -4.0000E+OO

le4400E+02

4tOOOO.e:+Ol

ALPHA

o.oooo

Zl

.1000

4e4506575E+02
4.4462328e+02

.2000

2.418~5281!+02

.3000
.4000

2e5054963E+02

4.4304308!+02
4e4018J60E+02

.sooo

2e6094219E+02
2e9287126E+02

.aooo

3e2585833E+02
3e541190ll£+02
3.7662791!+02
3.9069653£+02

.6000
.7000
.C)OOO

1.oooo
[New Page]
At..PHA

!e944852SE+02
Z1

XCI)

Z2

2e2485823E+02
2.S299672E+02

4.3370211E+02

4.0744492e+02
3e6687253E+02
3 el4220'i8E+02
2e4628099E+02
1.6846047!+02
9 .66)'4 7~0E+O 1

6.8373E+OO

2t0647E+OO

6.1875£+00
5.9986E+OO
5.3688E+OO

2.2500E+OO
2t2500E+OO

4.7184E+OO
4.0046£+00
3el870E+00

2.4l'J6E+OO
1,691!!+00

2t2500E+OO
1.9912!+00

le7552E+OO
lt636SE+OO
1•'+196!+00

e.tlt4E•Ol
)( ( t

Z2
4.44~·7115&!+02

6.5,22!+00

4·26147SOE+02

.aooo

2.712611'+1l+02
3.6,11907£+02

5e80,9E+Ot>
3.61121!+00

1.7662791E+O!

2·•6210991+02

3.1870I+Oo

.esoo

s.asto764E+Oa

a~o4,0BIG!+Ot

a.7260E+oo

2·8254~6!!+02

l.TJOl!+OO
lt8S66E+OO

6.6417E+OO
6.4190E+OO

2·3~00004!+0!

•l%!4
.4320
.7500

OeOOOOE-99

)

1·926!!+00
z.t500F!+OO
1.6794E:+OO
t.6368E+oo

1.6324E+oo

,7917
3.7!00100£+02
2.5262459E+02
3.2594!+00 le6414E+OO
CANNOT I..OCATE Z2= 4-•SOOOOOOE+02ALfl~• 0,000000 Z2• 4.4!065'74!+02
.8546

3.B624892E+02

2·0002912!+02

2.6606E+OO

lt6!42E+OO
0'1

w

Third page of computer output.

EXAMPL.I! l.t CHAPTER IVt S!CTION D
ALPHA
Zl
Z2
.7797
:3.7255300E+02
2•616027$E+02
FINA~

VIB
:3

lt429SE+Ol

l

6.001$E-Ol

o.ooooE-99

z

l.64tt81!+~0

o. OOOOE-9'9

-3.6984E-02
-1.7$10E-Ol

3,6984E-02

3.3631£+00

o.ooooE-99

ltOOOOE+OO
-1.711D!-01

1.1JJOE•01

~.00008:•99

o.otOOE•9f!

9.9999[•$1

o.ooooE-99

o.ooooE-99

1.3:$121!.•01
0

1•649SE+OO

-1.817!E-Ol

-1.3812E-Ol
6.0015E•Ol
l.OOOOE+OO
3·3631E+OO

7.ts:aoe:-ol

-3,6091E-Ol

l.i812E-Ol

o.OOOOE-99
-3.6984E-02
$

3.3631E+OO

TABL.EAUt NO. 3
XB
A VECTORS
1.4298E+Ol
o.ooooE-99 o.ooooe:~99 1.ooooE+oO o.ooooEM99
o.oooot::-99
1.8175!-01
5.4266E-Ol -3.4403!+00
-5.4466E-Ol

4

6/30/65
XC I l

1 • 64t·tH!+0 0
t),GOOOE ... 9·9

0• o~OO<'Ht ... 9·t
l.OO·OOI!-07
9 • 9'9'9.·9E ... O1

o.OOOOE-99
-9.1669!-02
-le2865E-Ol

o.ooooE-99

-l,Z865E-Ol
•Jt0375E-Ol

•5.4266£-01
ltOOOOE+OO

-5.4266!•01
-1.3812E•Ol

o.ooooE-99

o.ooooE-99

3,6984E..,02

lefU 751-01

9,l66~E-02

-3,6984E•02

o.ooooE-99
1.7510E•Ol
1.28t'S!,..CH

o.ooooE-99
-3.6091E-Ol
-1,15101-0l

o.oeo;e; ...
1 •·OO&.Oii+OO
O.o·(lJt.Q[-~9
,,,. ~6 6·!• 01
2 -1. ''•Iaer-'01
1.7110!•01 •3 ••9.4!~92
1•~112&-0l

,,,,t.tt·e:·e

o.o,eooE-9·9
1, &000!•0 7
1. O·O•Ei>Oi-07

o.• o,oocof-99.

... l.OCIO·~·EM·07

9. 9'99i~E•:O 1

,9

o. ooooE ... 99

1 ••00'~0! ... 07
l•O·OOO.E+OO

0'1
of:;.

Fourth and fifth pages of computer output.

COffSTPtAINTS
4.0000E+OO 5.0000E+OO 3.6000!+01
O.OOOOE•99 leOOOOE+OO 2e2SOOE+OO
l.OOOOE+OO -1.0000£+00 l.OOOOE+OO
Zl•
3e7000E+02 -5.3000E+OO -4.0750E+OO

le9000E+Ol

z.oOOOE+Cl •4.2000E+OO

-l.7600E+02 -9.00tlOr!+OO ... 4.00001+00

le4400E+OZ

4.GOOOE+Ol

Z2•

At. PHA
.0020
.0022
.0025
.0027
.0030

(**

Zl

Z2

2·2501453E+02
2e2503409E+02

2·2505362E+02
2.2507320E+02
2·2509276!+02

NEW PAGE

4.4506559!+02
'h4506555E+02
4.4506550E+02
4.4506546E+02
4.45065!8!+02

** )

6.83J6E+OO

OeOO'OOE-99

x1 n

le73SOI!+OO

6.83J2E+OO

le7J')41!+-CO

6.B3Z7f+OO
6.8323!+00

lt7131!•0o

6.8Jl8E+OO

lt'7S45!+00

lt7J~lE+OO

EXAMPLE 1., CHAPTER tV, SECTION 0
Zl•
'• 7oooE+02 -5.3o,ooe:+oo -4.o7,0E+oo

6/30/65
~HC()NST"-AIN!O ft'OIMTS
l.tooot+Ol z.ooooe:-+Ol •4.2000!+00

zz•

1. 4400E+02

-1. 76oOE+02 -•. ooooe:+oo
AL..PMA

o.oooo

.1000

.zooo
.!oto
•'+000
.s~oo

.6&00
.7000

.aooo

.9000
l.()Ot)O

Zl

. . 4 .ooooe:+oo
zz

,,

•· ooeo!+oe

~t-.

ooo,o!+Ol o.ooooe:-''

)((!)

1 .eoeol+oo
.ft.tllf.741+0'0

l.tt2!000f!+Ol
a. 6!!1o-60!+o 1

5eElOO&OOOI+02
4.9616190E+02

7 e51HE+OO

1.4915701+!+02
2·046!115!+02
2.51,675361!+02
2·9185446!+02

4 eS-497.180!+02

7.01'27!+00

!.?.96!+60

4e661!8{J!!+02
4.4139312.1+02
4.0850159!+02

6.4917!+00

!.2091!+00

~.2585833E+01

!

3e5411C90l!+02
3. 76627911!+02
3.92!1327E+02

2 .4628099:1£+02
1.5506244!+02
2e496<6370E+Ol

J.l870!+00

3 .9-90-l929E+02

5e'9ltJt9E+OO

2e1310!+<t'O

5. 358JE<f'0,0

2 • ,216!'+00

e668T2~-41+02

4.71141!+0~

3·1422077!+02

4. OO~t>E+0'0

2·2202!+00

1.9"91%£+00
le 755%!+00
1.6368£+00
1•6727!+00

l.030'5f+()0

1.~229£+·00

C\
U1

VI.

EXAMPLE 2.

A.

subject to:

For the objective functions:

z 1 ( x)

=

2
2
87 - x 1 - x 2 + 4x 1 + 6x 2

z 2 (x)

=
=

2
48 - xf - x 2 + 8x 1 + 12x 2
. 2
2
78 - x 1 - 2x 2 + 4x 1 + 12x 2

z 3 (x)

xl + x2

<

10

x2 2. 3,;4
xl - x2

~

0

Determine efficient points for the following sets of alpha [a. 1 ,

[1, o, 0]
[ 0 1 11 0]
[0, o, 1]
B.
TYPE
[1]
[2]

2

[ 4]
[5]

1.0
leO

[5]
[5]
[5]
[5]

[5]
(6]

2t APPENDIX 3,

EXAMP~E

48·
78.
1.

[5)

[ • 6 1 . 2,
[ . 2, • 6 1
[•2 , . 2,

a. 3 ]

. 2]
• 2]
• 6]

Computer input cards.

[3]
[3)
[3]
(4]
(4]

[ 5]
[5]

[ 0, • 5 , • 5]
[.5, 0, . 5]
[ • 5 , . 5, 0]

a. 2 ,

2

87.

o.

o.o
o.o

o.o
.5
.J
.6
.2
.2

-99.99

1

3
-1·

-1.

-1·

-1 ·

-1.
l.
l.
-1.

o.o
1.0

o.o
.s
e.o
·5
.z

•'•2

... z.

3 OBJE, TIVE FUN,TtONS
4.

6.
12.

4.

12 •

a.

o.

lOe
3.4

o.
o•.o
o.o
l•O
.t

·'o.o
.2

.2
.6

Q'l
0'\

-99.99

C.

Computer output.

EXAMPLE Zt APPENDIX
CONSTRAINTS

~,

3 OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

l.OOOOE+OO leOOOOi+OO leOOOOE+Ol
o.OOOOE-99 l.OOOOE+OO 3.4000E+OO
leOOOOE+OO -l.OOOOE+OO OeOOOOE-99
Zl•
e.7000E+Ol -1.0000~+00 -l.OOOOE+OO
4•SOOOE+Ol -l.OOOOE+OO -l·OOOOE+OO
Z2•
Z3•
7e8000E+Ol -l.OOOOE+OO -2.0000E+OO
R

A~PHACR)

1
2

1.0000

9e9SOOOOOE+Ol
e.ssoooooe+Ol

OeOOOO
X<I)
2e5000E+OO

9•9250000!+01

o.oooo

3

R
1

At..PHACR)

2

1.oooo
o.oooo

3

o.oooo

Z{R)

4.0000E+OO
a.ooooE+Oo
4.0000E+OO

6·0000E+OO
l•2000E+01
l•2000E+Ol

o.ooooE-99
o.ooooE-99
o.ooooE-99

2.5000i+OO

Z(R)
c;.5840000E+Ol
9.3240000!+01
9•5680000E+Ol

X(l)

4eOOOOE+OO
R
1

2
3

ALPHA(R)

o.ooao
o.oooo

t.oooo

X(t)
2.6666E+OO

R

AL.~HA(R)

1

Ot OcOOO

2

.5000

3

.sooo

3e4000E+OO
Z(R)
9.9444445!+01

e.7111111E+Ol
9e9J33334E+Ol
2e6666E+OO
Z<FO

9.7880000!+01
9t2SSOOOOE+Ol
9e7720000E+Ol

)((1)

3.40.00E+OO

3e4000E+OO

0'\
-.....1

Computer output continued.
R

1

ALPHA

0~)

.5000

. 2

o.oooo

3

·5000

X(Il
2t6000E+OO

R AL.PHACR)
1
.5000
2
3

.5000

o.oooo

X t 1)
3e4000E+OO

R ALPHA(Rl
1
2
3

.6000
• zooo
.2000

Z(R)
9·9480000E+Ol
8e6480000E+Ol
9.93400001£+01
2.6000E+OO
%(~)

9.78800'00!+01
9.2880000!+01
9e7720000E+Ol

3.4000E+OO

Z(R>
9.900()000!+01
9 • 0060,0QOE+O 1
9.9000000!+01

X (I)

3eOOOOE+OO
R

1

AL.PHA(R)

.2000

2

•6000

3

• 2()&o

)( c 1 ,
g •14-0tHil+O·O

R
1

At.PH·A ( R)

2

• J·OOO
t6000
x·c I ,

~

· • ao·&o

s.0o,eoe:+oo

3.0000E+OO
%(Rl

9·7880C)00£+0l
9.2810000E+Ol

9e7720000E+Ol
3. 41o0'0t)l1>0·0
ZH~l

t • fCHJIO!f<!tO!+O 1

t.0,0&0$00&+01
, ••~000001+01
J:;•. Q0:€)'01+00
()'\

.f!P

PROGRAM LISTING
C PROGRAM WJ\.Q8
DIMENSIC>N X(40) ,CQSC4t66) ,A( lOtlOl ,y(21t41l tAI.tl:4l t'l(l0) •

1CAB(66),IB<lO)tfVC40)tZ(4l,C(41)

1 Re:AD 9001
5 READ 9002tNVtMLtMGtN08J;NPW~
10 NCBa(NV*fNV+l1;12

NC:BC•HC1i+1

MC=Mta+MG

JX•l
JXM•NV
JY=JXM+l
JYM=JXN+MC
JV•.JY~+l

JVM•JYH+NV
JU=JVN +1

JUN•JVN+MC

JZ=JUN+l
JZN=JIJN+NV
JW=JZN+l

JWN•JZN+MG
NX=JWN+l

NM=JWN
MN=MC+NV
MZ•M'H+l
IFC JZN - JWN >14tl2tl2
12 II'HZ=2
JB =JZ

JE=JZN
GO TO 15

14

I~HZ•l

JB•JW
JE=.JYH
15 H2V•2*NV
NVMl• NV-1
FLM•MN
YJV=JYN
YJV•YJV+.5
AL(l)•l•O
AL.$=0e0

t..INE • 50
PRT=O• 0

S·*ClO•**(NPWR-20))
00 20 J=ltJZN

PRRT •

20 C:(J>=o.o
24 DO
25 J•JS,JW"

25 C(Jl=-1.0
CHtX) =0·0
29 DO 30 N0=1tNOBJ
30 REAO 9003 ,COB 04'0 ,NCBC), <COB H40fl..) tl•l tNC8)

35 IF(MCl50tSOt40
40 CONTINUE

00 45
I•ltMG
45 READ f003,(A(ItJ),J•ltNVttB(l)
50

tFC~BJ-2)60;55t8S

55 tF(ALtl>-ALS.90t60t60
60 READ 9015t ALCl.ltALStALOtSTOP,!fltRtCOMftCOI!FtPAGI:tPRIT

KONT•O

IF CPAG·E l 65 t6~lt65

65 t.INE•SO
68 IFC ERR liGOt70tiOO
70 lf(A~tl)l
7St9lt95
75 IF t STOP) &Otl't80
80 C:At...t. EXIT
85 ~f£Af1> 9015' CAt. ( t) tl•lt4)

STOP•AL.(4l
TFtA~(1))75t99t99

90 AL(l)=AL(l)+ALD
95 ALt2>•1·0-AL(l)
99 IF(LINE-40ll00t7QJ,703
100 DO
1Q2 J•ltNM
102 IVC ••H=O

tPHl=l
NX=JWN+l
JB•JW

C

tF<MC>140tl40tl01
SET UP Yt It ANO NULL
101 00 130 I•ltMC

DO

103

~AT~ICIES

4•ltNV

1l03 YCitJl• A(ItJl
Y ti ; MX)
B CIl

=

DO 104 J•JYtJWN
1G4 Ytl ,J>=O·O

Jl= JXN•I
IF(

I - MLl ll0tll0t120

llO Y(I,.Jl)•l.O
HHtl•Jl

l\i(Jll=I
GO TO 1!0
120 Y(!,.Jl)=-1•0

..12=-JZN+I-Ml.

vn ,.J2>•t.o

1S(l)•J2
!V(J2>=l
130 CONTINUE
C

CALCULATE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIOM$ FOR
140 00 145 ~=ltMC8

C:AB(Ll=O.O
00 145 HO•ltNOIJ
145

C~B(~)•CA8(L)+A~(NO)*COB(N0t~l

THII

~~

C

SET UP Q,y,z, MATRICI£S
200 K=N2V
ITAB • 0

210 00

2~5

i=1tNVM1

Il=I+MC
!2lllll+l
220 DO 225 J=I2tNV

K=K+l
Y(IltJ>•-CAB(Kl
J2=J+MC
225 Y(JZti>=-CABCKl
Z3S YCll•I>=-2•0*CA8(!)
240 YtMNtNV>=-2•0*~ABCNV)
250 DO 300 l=ltNV
I 1= I+MC

DO 265 .J=JYtJVN
265 Y(IltJ>•O.O
DO 266
J=JZtJWN
266 Y(Il,J):O.O
K=NV+!

JlsJYN+I
Y(lltJl) • -1.0

Jl=JUN+I
Yf!ltJl) = leO
If( 'ABCK)) 280t285t285
280 DO 282 J=ltJUN
282 Y(lltJ>=-YCiltJl
Y(IltNX>=-CABCK)
GO TO 2B8

265 Y(IltNX>=CAB<K>
288 Kl=JUN+I
IB(Ill=Kl
300

rvoo

>=Il
IB<MZl=O
IF(MC>320t320t310
310 DO 315
I•ltMC

Jl=JVN+I
00

315

J=ltNV

Il= MC+J
IF ( I -Mld

311, 311,313

311 YCiltJl)=ACltJl
GO TO 315
313 YClltJll•-A(l,J)
315 CONTINUE

C

ARE 2(5) IN BASIS
320 DO 335 J=JZtJZN
IF(IV(J))330t335,330
330 K=lV(J)
IFCYCKtNX))338t335,3i8
335 CONTINUE
GO TO 600

72

c

CAL.C ZJ-CJ
338 DO 345

J~l,NX

DO

I=ltMN

zJ•o.o
~=I

~40

B(l )

340 ZJ=ZJ+C{Kl*Y(l,J>

!45 Y(MZtJl=ZJ-C(J)
IFCSENSE SWITCH 2 ) 8347t8349
8347 PRINT 9017 t !TAB
DO 8'4B I•ltMZ
8348

c

8349

~RINT 9020tlB(IltCY(ItJJ~J=lt~Xl
CO~TINUE
VECTO~

Sli:L.ECT IN

350 ZCM•O·O

J!N=O
DO 425 J=ltJE

TEST • YCMZtJl-ERR
IF ( TESTl360t425t425
360 IFfiV(Jll365t365t425
365 TJ=J
TJ=T.J-y,.N
IFCA8SF(TJl-FLM)370t400t400
370 IF<TJl375,375t380
:375 JT=..J+MN
GO TO 385
380 .JT=J-MN
385 IFCIV(JT>l400t400t425

390 K=IVCJT)
IFCYCKtNXll425•400t425
400 tFCZCM-TEST

>425t425t405

40!5 ZCM=TE:ST
.J1N=J

425 CO,N T I NUE
IFCJIN>550,550t430

C

SELECT OUT VECTOR
430 YM=l.E+45

P"RT=O•O

DO 460 I=ltMN
IFtYCitJIN>l460t460t440
440 IF(Y(I,NX))460t465t445
445 XY=Y<ItNXl/Y(ItJIN)
IF(YM-XY>460t460,450
450 YM=XY

tou·r= r

460 CONTINUE

IFCYM-l.E+441500t800t800
C

46!5 IOtJT•I
ROW OPERATIONS

500

~IV~Y(IOUTtJINI

ITAB=ITAB+l
DO 505 .J•ltNX

505 YCIOUTtJ>=YCIOUTtJ)/PIV

73
DO 5~0 I=ltMl
IF<Y<I,J!N)l510t530t510
510

JF(I~IOUT)515t530t515

515 H•V(ItJIN)
526 oo 525 J=t•N~

525 Yt!tJ):YCitJ)-Y(!OUT•J)*H
530 CONTII'IlUE
K•lB ( I OUT)

IVCK>•O

lV(JIN>=tOUT
18( IOUT>=JIN
)5~l~53lt320
~·JWtJWN

IFCIPH! -1

531 DO

532

I F ( I V CJ ) > 138 t 5! 2 t 3 3 8

5J2 CONTINUE
PHASE ONE iNDEO
533 IPHZ=2
JB=JZ
JE=JZN
DO 535 l•ltMN
535 YCitJW>•YCitNXl

NX=JW

537 J=JZ,JZN
537 C(J>=-1.0
GO TO 320
OPTIMUM INDICATED WITH ZtS) IN BASIS
550 IFC PRT )558,555,558
DO

c

555 PRT = PRRT
~R I NT 9 0 21 , P.R T
GO TO 350
558 IFC
IPHZ-1 >570t570t560
560 PRINT 9G16t ITAB
GO TO 775
C OPTIMUM INDICATED WITH WCS) IN BASIS

c

570 PRINT 9022 tlTAB
GO TO 775

OPTIMUM INDICATED
600 G;;ONTINUE
604 DO 615 J=ltMM
IFCIVCJ))605t605t610
605 X(J)=O.O
GO TO 615

610 K=IVCJ>
X(Jl•Y(K,NX>

c

615 CONTINUE
EVALUATE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
620 DO 650

NO•ltNOB~

Z ( rtOl •COB (NO, NCBC >+COB (NO, NV l *X"Ct0f)~~·'~'fil\1J. ·4<lt-:I\IB~V,h;,~l'l;.

KIJ•N2V
630 DO 650 I=ltNVMl
K•NV+I
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G•X(ll
Z(N0l•ZCN0)+C08(NO,l)*G*G+(;OBCNO,K)*$

640 00 650 J•ltNVMl
KIJ*KI.J+l
ZCNO>•l(NQ)+COB(NO,KIJ)*X(IJ*X(J+l)

()50 CONTINUE
!F( ER~ l825t750,825
C OUTPUT
C
HEADINGS
703

P~INT

'01~

t..INE=O
!F<COMT>710t705t710
705 P'RINT 9001
710 IFCCOEF>725t714t725
714 IF(MC)715t719t715
715 PRINT 9018
DO 716 I=ltMC
716 PR I NT 9 0 2 3 , < A ( I , J > ,
719 DO 720 NO::l t NOBJ

J = 1 , NV )

t

iH I )

720 PRINT 9004tNOtC:OBCNOtNCBC> .tCOBOtO,I
t..INE=2+2*NCBC/7 +MC+liNE
725 IFCNOBJ-2)730,740,100
730 ~RINT 9007
GO TO 100
740 P·RINT 9005

)fl~ltM(8°)

GO TO 100

C

ANSWERS
750 IFCNOBJ-2>755t770t760
755 PRINT 9008,ZC1> •<XCI lti=ltNV)
LINE
LINE +2 + NV/4
GO TO 775
760 PRINT 9009
DO 765 NO=ltNOBJ
765 PRINT 9010tNOtALCNO),ZfN0)

=

PRINT 90llttX<l>ti=ltNV)

LINE = LINE +NO + 1 + NV/6
GO TO 775
770 PRINT 9006tAL.Cl>tZCll ,z(2)t(X(Ilti•1dtV1d
LINE = LINE +2 + NV/4
775 IFCPRITl780t50t7BO
780 PRINT 9012tiTAB

DO 790 I=ltMZ
790 PRHH
GO TO
795 PRINT
GO TO
C LOCATE A

9013tiBCI > tY<ItNXl t(YC!
50

tJ) •J•l•K~U

9014
775

PARTICULAR VALUE OF AN OBJECTIVE Ftl·f~M;
800 l'fOB=ABSF ( AL ( 1) l
VOB=ALS
FIND=Ab.(lt
AL.OW=At.D
ALHI•STOP

75

ALS•O.O
IF(
ALHI
)820t820t810
810 ALClJ=ALOW
AL.IC =ALHI-ALOW
GO TO 95

820 ALC1)=.5
AL.IC=e5
GO TO 95
825 ZD=ZCNOB>-VOB
860 tF{ ABSF<lDl - ERR )770t770t863
863 KONT = KONT+l
IF!KONT-20) 865t865t864
864 PRINT 9027t NOB,VOB,ALCl>tNOBtZ(N06)
GO TO 60
865 ALIC==e5*ALIC

ZD•FIND*ZD
IF(
ZD
)870t870t875
870 AL(lJ= AL(l) + A~!C
GO TO 95

875 AL(l)= AL(l) -AL.IC
GO TO 95
9000 FORMATClHll

9001 FORMAT(1Xt79H
1
9002 FORMATC24I3)
9003 FORMATC7El0.2l
9004 FORMAT<lXtlHZ,IltlH•t2Xt6(1XtE11.4),/(7X,Ell.4,1XtElle4t
1 lXtElle4tlXtE11.4tlXtE11.4t1XtEll•4)l

9005 FORMAT<4Xt5HALPHAt7Xt2HZltl4Xt2HZ2t20X•4HX(!)l
9006 FORMATC2XtF7e4t2C2XtEl4e7ltlX,3(1XtElle4)/(43XtElle4t
11XtE11.4tlXtE11.4))

9007 FORMATt8XtlHZt20Xt4HX!!)}
9008 FORMAT<2X,El4.7tlXt4ClXtE11.4l/(19XtEll.4tlXtEll•4•
11XtE11.4,1XtE11.4l)
9009 FORMATC13HO R ALPHA(R)t7X,4HZ(Rll
9010 FORMAT!I3,F9e4t3XtEl4e7l
9011 FORMAT<5Xt4HX<Il t/6(1XtE11.4>l
9012 FORMATC21HO FINAL TABLEAU, NO.l3t/5H VIBt6X,2HXB25Xt
19HA VECTORS l
9013 FORMATClX,I4,5(2XtElle4)t/Cl8XtE11.4t2XtEll.4•2X,Ell•4t
12XtEll.4))
9014 FORMATClOH UNBOUNDED )
9015 FORMATf5El0•2t6E5.0l
9016 FORMAT( 25H OPT WITH Z IN BASISt TAB •13)
9017 FORMAT( 8H TABLEAU tl3)
9018 FOR'MAT( 12H CONSTRAINTS l
9019 FORMAT(6HlWJLQ8)
9020 FORMATC13•14F7.2t/3Xtl4F7.2t/3Xtl4F7.2t/3Xtl4F7e2)
9021 FORMAT(SH ERR=tlXtEl4e7)
9022 FORMAT(25H OPT WITH W IN BASIS• TAB ,I3 )
9023 FORMATC6(1XtE11.4))
9027 FORMATC16H CANNOT LOCATE z,IltlH=,
El4.7t8H ALtll=t

lF9e6t3H
END

Ztilt1H=tlXtE14.7)
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